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Written Materials
LITIGATION UPDATE: INDIAN COUNTRY

• Apology. I have not completed the usual outline of relevant cases
 that I have provided every year at this seminar for the past
several years.

• I am getting older and encountered some health issues a few
weeks back and I am simply unable to complete it in time.

• I will have it complete by the end of year. I will provide it to the
Seminar Group and email it to anyone who requests a copy
(scottcrowell@clotag.net), as well as post it on my firm’s
webpage: crowelllawoffice.com
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ISSUES TO WATCH IN 2014

• SCOTUS ON SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY: Awkward posture of Michigan v,
Bay Mills gives SCOTUS opportunity to take a whack at long-standing
case law. Panel tomorrow morning on case

• INDIAN LANDS DETERMINATIONS: Litigation and controversy.
• Dark Chapter: Tribes fighting Tribes: “Pull Up The Ladder Brigade”
• Three positive two part determinations from ASIA Washburn.

Menominee, North Fork and Enterprise
• Two panels this afternoon:

• Tohono O’odham
• Cowlitz and Spokane

• TAXATION: Ledyard case has troubling implications; full of practice points
for tribal gaming transaction lawyers. We will hear from both sides this
afternoon
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ISSUES TO WATCH IN 2014

• COMPACT LITIGATION:
• Third Party Challenges: NIMBY groups seeking any

means to kill a casino project, will sue the State on the
theory that the compact is illegal under state law

• Breach of Compact: More and more frequently, we are
seeing disputes arise between Tribes and States over
interpretation and implementation of the Compact
language

• Bad faith litigation: As many compacts come up on
expiration or renewal dates, IGRA remedial provisions
will come into play
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P.A.C.T. LITIGATION: 
Challenge to Oregon Compacts

 
• This case has been part of my presentation each year

at this seminar for as long as I can remember, and
hopefully next year will be the last.

• After battling the United States and then with Oregon
over IGRA’s ‘restored lands’ exception, Coos finally
prevailed, secured a compact and now operates a
successful casino

• Meanwhile, a well-organized NIMBY group has filed
lawsuit after lawsuit to challenge the Coos, and in
doing so, challenges the validity of all Oregon
Compacts.

• They kept getting kicked out on jurisdictional, standing
and procedural grounds, but finally they found a theory,
writ of mandamus, to force Oregon State courts to hear
the merits.
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P.A.C.T. LITIGATION: 
Challenge to Oregon Compacts

 
• The merits: PACT alleges Coos Compact is invalid

without ratification by State Legislature.
• The merits: PACT alleges that Compact violates

Oregon Constitution’s ban on casinos.
• Coos Tribes intervene; other Oregon Tribes submit

amici briefs.
• On November 14, Oregon Court of Appeals affirms

Tribal Court decision in favor of State and Tribes:
State ex. rel Dewberry v. Kitzhaber, --- P.3d ----, 259
Or.App. 389, 2013 WL 6022097
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P.A.C.T. LITIGATION: 
Challenge to Oregon Compacts

 
• Held: Statute generally delegating authority to

Governor to enter into agreements with Tribes was
sufficient: No separate ratification required
• This case is significant because Tribes have generally

lost this issue in other states, such that the general rule is
all compacts go through State Legislatures.

• Held: Oregon’s Constitutional prohibition of “casinos”
is not a ban on forms of gambling, but a prohibition on
dwellings, the principle purpose of which is to  gamble
• Regulatory restriction on dwellings is not applicable to

Tribes per IGRA.
• Supported by a prior Oregon decision that allowed

Oregon Lottery to operate slots in taverns – but only six
machines per dwelling.
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Tulalip Tribes v. Washington
 
• Tulalip Tribes seek to exercise MFN clause to avail

itself of machine allocation provisions in Spokane
Compact
• If transfer agreements are not available at a viable

price, Tribe may switch to payments into a fund to
be distributed to Tribes operating fewer than
commercial allocation.

• Other provisions of Spokane compact, however,
are complicated when applied to Tulalip.

• State balked and Tribe sued under compact provisions
• State asserts Rule 19 dismissal
• Samish and Sauk-Suiattle amici in support of State’s

position
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Tulalip Tribes v. Washington
 
• May 22, 2103 Judge Jones  grants summary judgment for

State,
• 2013 WL 2253668
• Court reasoned that Tulalip cannot use MFN to cherry-

pick from Spokane Compact, but must accept all or
nothing

•  Court reasoned that Tulalip amended its compact after
Spokane Compact was amended, suggesting that such
later-in time compact precludes MFN of earlier compact

• Tribe has appealed to Ninth Circuit
• Opening and Answering Briefs have been filed
• Samish seeks amici status
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Santa Ana v. Nash
 
• Tribe sues State Court judge in Federal Court seeking to

prevent State Court from proceeding with dram shop lawsuit
arising out of allegedly negligent serving of alcohol at Santa
Ana’s casino resort.

• State Court has accepted jurisdiction based on compact
language that provided for patron disputes to be resolved in
state courts and provided for express waiver of tribal
immunity. Mendoza v. Tamaya Enterprises, Inc., 150 N.M.
258, 263 (2011)

• On September 25, 2013, Federal District Court declares that
New Mexico Courts lack jurisdiction to proceed because
such compact provisions are unenforceable, even if the Tribe
did agree to those provisions.

• 2013 WL 5366403.
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Santa Ana v. Nash
 
• This decision could be a game-changer. It holds that even

though the Tribe affirmatively agreed to the provisions, that
they are unenforceable because provisions governing the
service of alcohol at the casino is not directly related to the
licensing and regulation of class III gaming, it is not proper
subject matter for a tribal state compact.

• Appeal is expected
• Language in decision could be read narrowly, including

suggestion that Tribe reserved right to challenge transfer of
jurisdiction.

• Language in decision could be read very broadly . Anything
outside the narrow topics of compact negotiations set forth in
25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(C)(3) is illegal and unenforceable.
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Santa Ana v. Nash
 

• Many provisions in tribal/state compacts that have become
routine, should be revisited in light of this decision

• Decision also impacts compact negotiations – it is arguable bad
faith for State to demand provisions not directly related to the
licensing and regulation of Class III gaming, narrowly defined.

• In Ninth Circuit, watch Big Lagoon v. California, appeal pending
DK # 10-17803 where a critical issue is whether State can use
compact process to impose state’s strict coastal protection laws
on Tribe. But cf. in re Indian Gaming Related Cases (Coyote
valley II), 331 F.3d 1094 (9th Cir. 2003)(suggesting a broad
interpretation of “directly related to the operation of gaming
activities”).  
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Pauma Band v. California

• Tribe signed compact with Governor
Schwarzenegger with onerous tax payments to
State

• Tribe filed suit alleging multiple theories including
illegality and bad faith.

• On March 18, 2013 District Court rules that
Schwarzenegger Compact is rescinded and
Tribes’ 1999 Compact governs Pauma Class III
gaming.
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Pauma Band v. California

• Court reasoned that Tribe and State made mutual
mistake of fact over number of gaming device
licenses in statewide pool.

• On December 2, 2103, District Court ordered
State to return over $ 36 million in improper
gaming tax payments to the Tribe

• Appeal expected.

• Case not on westlaw. U.S.D.C. for Southern
District of California, Case 3:09-cv-01955-CAB-
MDD
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Other California Compact Litigation

• Rincon Secretarial Procedures in lieu of Tribal State
Compact were issued on February 8, 2013: No revenue-
sharing to the State of California.

• Big Lagoon, Ninth Circuit oral argument a few months ago

• San Pasqual, state court action seeking money damages
against State for failure to issue device licenses

• North Fork and Enterprise, state and federal court litigation
over two part determination and compacts. Ballot measure
seeks to vacate ratification of North Fork compact.
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Massachusetts v. Aquinnah

• NIGC in October, 2013 and DOI in August, 2013 issue
positive Indian Land Determination opinions that Tribe’s
trust lands on Martha’s Vineyard are eligible for gaming
under IGRA.

• State responds by filing a breach of contract action on
December 2, 2013 in the State’s Supreme Court alleging
that non-profit corporation that pursued federal recognition
of the Tribe in the mid-1980s contractually bound the Tribe
to no gaming on its Indian lands. DK# 2013-0479.
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OTHER HOT SPOTS IN 2014

• COMPACT HOT SPOTS IN 2014:
• Massachusetts chaos

• Mashpee making progress; Carcieri lawsuit looming
• Non-Indian proposals losing in NIMBY elections
• State relentless in fighting Aquinnah on Martha’s

Vineyard
• New York chaos –

• New law allows seven non-Indian casino resorts
• Ominibus agreements/settlements with tribes over

multiple issues including gaming,
• Cayuga suing over giving other tribes exclusivity that

deprives Cayuga of compact over its own lands
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OTHER HOT SPOTS IN 2014
• Idaho: Legislative proposal to allow anti-gaming group to file

legal challenge over Idaho Compacts
 
• Michigan compact renegotiations

• Renewal provision give Tribes tremendous leverage
• But Bay Mills, Little Traverse and Sault Ste. Marie seek

gaming on newly acquired lands
 

• New Mexico compact renegotiations
• Five compacts set to expire in 2015
• Navajo has deal pending that pays 10% and allows six

casinos
• Other four tribes not near agreement
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OTHER HOT SPOTS IN 2014
• Connecticut: Efforts to expand non-Indian gaming implicate

lucrative exclusivity agreement with Mashantucket-Pequot
and compact with Mohegan

 
• Florida: Efforts to expand non-Indian gaming implicate

lucrative exclusivity provision in Seminole Compact
(Miccosukee compact issues still unresolved)

 
• And many more . . .
 
• Twenty-five years and still fighting the fight
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Thank You
• crowelllawoffice.com

• scottcrowell@clotag.net

• 425 802 5369

 

 

 

1487 W. State Route 89A, Suite 8

Sedona, Arizona 86336
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